READING
At the end of Year 4
What we assess
The ability to:
 Know what they like to read and be able to
choose what’s right for them
 Understand what they are reading and be able
to talk about the main ideas, as well as ideas
that are not so obvious
 Recognise and understand the information in
different kinds of books
 Read smoothly, like talking
 Notice when they make a mistake in their
reading and be able to fix it, most of the time
 Read to find out information, like answers to
questions.

Level: Curriculum Level 2
How we assess it







Regular monitoring in small reading groups
Running Records: A Running Record is when a teacher
assesses a child’s reading individually. The teacher notes the
types of errors made and how accurately they read at that
level. (Is it too easy or too hard?) Teachers also look closely
to see if children notice their errors and if they can correct
those errors themselves.
STAR Tests
STAR stands for Supplementary Tests of Achievement in
Reading. STAR testing helps teachers more accurately assess
the students reading ability in:
- word recognition
- sentence comprehension
- paragraph comprehension
- vocabulary knowledge
In particular STAR helps teachers to identify students who
need extra help, identify particular difficulties students or
groups of students may be having, or to compare students with
the national standard for that age/year group.
e-asTTle reading. e-asTTle is a web-based assessment tool.
Teachers use it to electronically set reading comprehension
tests that are aligned to the curriculum. Every test can be
tailored to assess the specific needs of students. The
programme will analyse student results and present the
information in comprehensive reports. Teachers use e-asTTle
to identify exactly what a student can and can’t do so that we
can focus teaching and learning to their needs

WRITING
At the end of Year 4

Level:2 at (Curriculum Level 2)

What we assess

How we assess it

The ability to:







Use their writing to think about, record and
communicate
experiences,
ideas
and
information.
 Write by themselves for different purposes.
 Know that their writing needs to be suited to
the audience.
 Read and change their writing to improve it,
most of the time.
 Notice mistakes and correct them in their
writing (spelling, grammar, punctuation), most
of the time.
 Publish their writing in a variety of ways
including
using
computers,
cameras,
illustrations and diagrams.
 Use an opening to grab attention.
 Use simple connecting words (as, so, when) to
give the story flow and join main events.
Example of a Level 2 at piece of writing:







Regular monitoring – daily writing in writing
books.
Surface features of a piece of writing which
include, spelling, punctuation and grammar.
Deeper features of a piece of writing which
include, vocabulary, language (able to use
interesting words, similes and metaphors etc.),
sentences (simple, compound, and a variety of
beginnings and lengths), content and ideas, (what
has been included to make the writing interesting),
and organisation (beginning, middle and end).
Overall Teacher Judgement based on daily writing
and writing samples.
Syndicate and school wide moderation of a piece
of writing.
National Standards:
- descriptors (a list of things that should be
included in writing at this level).
- illustrations (examples of writing showing what
is expected at this level).

SPELLING

Level

By the end of Year 4
What we assess

How we assess it

The ability to ….
Letter/Sound Assessment







Use visual memory to correctly
spell most words from Essential
Lists 1-4 and many words from
lists 5-7
Use knowledge of diverse
spelling patterns to correctly
spell words such as ship, chef,
ocean, station, special
Apply knowledge of common
prefixes
(un-, sub-, pre-, non-)
Apply knowledge of common
suffixes
(-ful, -ly, -tion, -able/-ible, ment)

Some sounds can be written
different ways. This test
whether or not children can
record sounds in words in at
way

in many
42/42 sounds
assesses
hear and
least one

Pseudo Test

90/90 sounds

This test highlights the sounds children
are unable to write when they try to
write unfamiliar words. The words in
this test are ‘made-up’ words so that
children can not use their visual
memory (what the word ‘looks like’).
They need to use their knowledge of
spelling patterns (consonants, short
vowels, long vowels, initial blends – br,
tr, fl, digraph patterns – sh, ch, ng, ow,
oy)
Senior Pseudo Test (Ngahere)
This is similar to the original Pseudo 90+/120 sounds
test but also assesses children’s
knowledge of spelling rules and suffixes
Speedy Spelling
Children write down as many words as
they can, quickly, in 10 minutes. This is 100+ words
an assessment of how many words
children can spell correctly in 10
minutes.

MATHEMATICS
At the end of Year 4

Level:

If your child is meeting the Mathematics Standard at Curriculum Level 2 (At)
the end of year 4 they will be working at curriculum
level 2, solving realistic problems using their growing Numeracy Project Stage:
understanding of number, algebra, geometry,
Stage 5 (At)
measurement and statistics.

Early Additive
They will be solving problems by using basic addition,
subtraction and simple multiplication facts and their
knowledge of place value.

What we assess

How we assess it

The ability to…



Work with numbers up to 1000
Use their knowledge of the 2, 3, 4, 5 and 10
times tables to solve problems
 Find fractions of sets, shapes and quantities
 Make and continue patterns and explain the
rule for the pattern
 Sort objects and describe how they have been
grouped (e.g. shape and size)
 Choose how you can best measure length, area,
volume, capacity, weight, temperature and
time
 Use simple maps to show position and
direction
 Talk about events that will or will not happen
 Make up questions to investigate then graph
and discuss their findings
 Basic facts knowledge - instantly recall
addition facts to 20 and subtraction facts from
10; doubles to 20 and halves from 20; “ten and
__” facts; multiples of ten that add up to 100;
2, 5, 10 multiplication facts and 2, 5, 10
division facts. Instant recall means that your
child can answer these basic facts in less than 4
seconds.











During Year 4, 60-80 percent of mathematics teaching
will focus on number learning.


Regular monitoring in small maths groups
Global Strategy Stage (GloSS)
There are three GloSS assessments-one for
addition and subtraction, one for
multiplication and division, and one for
proportions and ratios. We may use GloSS
to give us an indication of wither your
child is early/at a numeracy stage.
Individual Knowledge Assessment of
Number (IKAN)
We use IKAN to determine a child’s
numeracy stages in the areas of
mathematical knowledge.
Mathematics Progressive Achievement
Tests (Maths PATs)
These tests indicate student's levels of
achievement in the skill, knowledge and
understanding of mathematics as outlined
by the New Zealand Mathematics
Curriculum.
Basic facts testing
Overall Teacher Judgment (OTJ) based on
what they have seen in the classroom;
talking about learning with children;
children’s assessment of their own and
each others’ work; and results from formal
testing.

Year 4 children in Ngahere Syndicate will
also do e-asTTle Maths. e-asTTle is an
online assessment tool, developed to assess
your child’s achievement and progress in
mathematics.

